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1. Introduction. Let {Y,P9B) be a locally trivial bundle with fiber 
Mr (r s* 4), a compact connected metric manifold with or without bound
ary; furthermore, assume B is a finite-dimensional, locally compact metric 
space. Let G = {G[b] \ beB}* be an upper semicontinuous (use) decom
position of Y with each G[b] a cellular decomposition of P"1^) s u ch 
that P" 1(b)/G[b] « M. (Let A be a collection of sets; then A* denotes the 
union of the sets in A.) In this note, we prove that P* : Y/G -• J3, defined 
by P*(P""1(ft)/G[b]) = b, is a locally trivial bundle with fiber M. The 
special cases where M is an i-sphere (i = 1,2,3) have been proved in 
[1] and [2]. 

The work of Dyer and Hamstrom on completely regular mappings in 
[1] and [3], that of Kirby and Edwards on local contractibility of spaces 
of homeomorphism of manifolds in [4] and that of Siebenmann on 
approximating cellular maps by homeomorphisms in [5] are all essential 
for the proof of the main result. 

2. Terminology. All spaces are assumed to be separable metric. A set 
K in the interior of an r-manifold is cellular if K = f) {J[n] | n = 1,2,... } 
where each J[n] is topologically an r-cell and J[n + 1] is in the interior 
of J\n\. A set K in the boundary of an r-manifold is cellular if it is cellular 
as a subset of the boundary. A cellular decomposition of a manifold is an 
use decomposition in which each element is cellular. 

REMARK 1. Using this definition of cellular, it is necessary that each 
decomposition element be entirely in the interior or entirely in the 
boundary of the manifold; however, this restriction can be avoided by 
working in the more general setting of cell-like decompositions. The 
proof in this paper holds in this latter setting for r ^ 3,4; but for simplicity, 
we give only the definition of cellular (see [5]). 

A map ƒ : X -+ Y is completely regular provided that, given e > 0 and 
yeY, there is a Ô > 0 such that for each point ƒ within ô of y, there exists 
a homeomorphism from f~1(y') onto ƒ _1(};) which moves no point as 
much as s. A triple, (X, ƒ, Y) is a locally trivial bundle with fiber F if, for 
each yeY, there is an open set U containing y and a homeomorphism 
(f):U x F -• ƒ " 1(U) with ƒ(j> = n where n: U x F -• U is the projection. 
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3. Main Theorem. 
THEOREM. Let B be a finite-dimensional compact metric space and let 

Mr be a compact connected r-manifold (r # 4). Let G = {G[b] | i eB}* be 
an use decomposition of M x B with each G[b] a cellular decomposition 
of M x {b} for which M x {b}/G[b] « M. If r = 5, assume that no 
nondegenerate element of G\b] meets the boundary of M x {b}. If 
P:M xB/G-*Bis defined by P(M x {fc}/G[6]) = b, then (M x B/G, P, B) 
is a locally trivial bundle with fiber M. 

PROOF. Let n : M x B -+ M x B/G be the mapping induced by the 
decomposition G and let n\_b~] = n\M x {b}. For b and b' in B, let 
T[b,b']:Mx {/>} - M x {b'} be defined by T[b,b'J(m,b)) = (m,b'); 
furthermore, assume the metric on M x B is such that T[b, b'~\ moves no 
point more than the distance of b from b'. We shall use D( , ) to denote 
all metrics. 

The mapping P is completely regular. Let s > 0 be given; choose 0 < Ô 
< e/3 such that D((m, b\ (m', b')) < ô implies that D(n(m, b\ n(m\ b')) 
< s/3. Using [5, Theorem A], for each b e B, there is a homeomorphism 
S[b] :Mx {b}^Mx {b}/G[_b] such that Z)(2[fc]((m,b)\7i[ft]((m,b))) 
< e/3 for all meM. If D(b, b') < <5, define a homeomorphism g = £[&'] 
°T[b,&']° ^ [b ]" 1 from P_1(fe) onto P~\by Applying the triangle 
inequality twice, it is easily shown that g moves no point as much as e. 

Since the space of homeomorphisms of M is locally contractible, see 
[4, Corollary 1.1], it follows immediately from [1] or [2, p. 242] that 
(M x B/G, P, B) is a locally trivial bundle. 

REMARK 2. If r = 4, the theorem remains true if it can be shown that 
each 7r[fe] can be approximated by homeomorphisms. 

REMARK 3. Is it true that (M x B/G, P, B) is a trivial bundle? This will 
be true if B is contractible [6, p. 53]. 

REMARK 4. By applying the above theorem locally, we can now prove 
the theorem stated in the introduction. If, in addition to the hypothesis 
of this latter theorem, B is a compact connected s-manifold, then Y/G 
is a manifold and, if r + s ^ 4, Y/G « Y [5, Theorem A]. (If r = 5, it 
must be assumed that no nondegenerate element of G[fe] meets the 
boundary of P~ *(&).) 

4. A decomposition theorem for En. Let S" denote the n-sphere and view 
the n-dimensional euclidean space F a s S " minus a point. 

LEMMA. Let G be a cellular decomposition of En = Sn — {t} with 
En/G « En (n 7* 4). Then G' = G u { t ) is a ce/ZuZar decomposition of Sn 

with Sn/G' » S" and, if n:Sn ^ Sn/G' is the mapping induced by the de
composition, for each s > 0, there is a homeomorphism £ : Sw -• Sn with 
DÇL{x), n(x)) < s for all xeSn and E(t) = t. 
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PROOF. The only interesting part of this lemma is that % can be approxi
mated by homeomorphisms leaving t fixed; and this follows easily from 
[5, Theorem A] as follows. Let S:Sn - {t} -* (0,e) be a continuous 
function with the property that S(x) approaches zero as x approaches t. 
By [5, Theorem A], there is a homeomorphism E':Sn - {t} -+ Sn - {t} 
with D(n(x)9 2'(x)) < S(x) for all xeSn-{t). S is obtained by letting 
Z = Z' on Sn - {t} and letting Z(0 = t. 

The following corollary generalizes results in [1; p = 2,g = 1] and 
[3;p = 3 ,^ = 1]. 

COROLLARY. Let p + q = n(p^4) and let G = {G[x] | x e P } * be a 
use decomposition of Ep x Eq with each G[x] a cellular decomposition of 
Ep x {x} for which Ep x {x}/G[x] « Ep. Then Ep x Eq/G « Ep x Eq. 

OUTLINE OF PROOF. Consider Ep x Eq s Sp x Eq with Sp x Eq - Ep 

x Eq = {t} x Eq. Extend each G[x] to G'|>] = G[x] u {(t,x)} and let 
G = { G'M | x 6 £«}*. Let F : Sp x Eq/G' -> £« be defined by 
P'(SP x {x}/G'[x]) = x and let P = P'\EP x Eq/G. Using the lemma 
together with the fact that the space of homeomorphisms of Sw leaving a 
point fixed is locally contractible [4], it can be proved that, for each 
xeE\ there is an open set U containing x and a homeomorphism 
(j>:Sp x U->P'-l{U) with <j>{Sp x {x'}) = Sp x {x'}/G|X] and </>((t9x')) 
= (t, x') for all x' G U. This implies that (Ep x Eq/G, P, E4*) is a locally 
trivial bundle and, since Eq is contractible, actually a trivial bundle 
[6, p. 53]. In particular, Ep x Eq/G « Ep x Eq. 
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